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Chapter 13
Coach, Player, Umpire Relationships 

UMPIRING 
Australian Football is one of the most challenging games in the world to umpire, and coaches have a key role to play in the 
development of umpiring, particularly in the way they act towards umpires. Umpiring Australian Football is an exciting 
sporting activity which can, and does, provide a great deal of self satisfaction and enjoyment. Good umpiring can enhance the 
game as a spectacle and contributes to the enjoyment of players, officials and spectators. It is, therefore, in the best interests 
of the game and the participants for everyone to promote and enhance the image of umpiring as an attractive sporting option. 
In this way, it will be possible to attract and retain good people in umpiring. Coaches have an important role in this regard 
and are a powerful centre of influence within the club. Potentially, they are the most influential role models for the players. 
Their behaviour towards umpires will often be reflected in their players’ conduct. 

However, umpire abuse remains one of the most significant reasons why umpires stop officiating in Australian Football. It is 
unlikely that abusing an umpire, at any level, has ever improved their performance. It is, however, likely that it caused them 
to question the reason why they are involved in the sport and for many it has caused them to quit.

Participation numbers cannot grow unless a commensurate number of umpires are recruited to officiate in games. Australian 
Football is losing umpires at a faster rate than they are being recruited as a result of the negativity that characterises public 
and media views of umpires. While there will always be a passionate relationship between spectators, players, coaches and 
umpires because of the nature of the game and the many rules, players, coaches and administrators must be fully aware of the 
role of the umpire so that negative attitudes towards umpires are reduced. 

Through the junior club system, the education of spectators, players, coaches and administrators about the role of the 
umpire is vital in order to change negative community attitudes and football culture to create an environment of more 
recognition, support and respect for the umpires’ contribution to the game.

“My son is 14 and he umpires locally. He was walking off after umpiring an under-12s game and had parents screaming 
abuse in his face. Why would he stick with it when he could just play with his mates and no one would care how many 
mistakes he made?”
Interview – AFL Youth Participation Research Report: Deakin University, 2001

“I started up umpiring due to the monetary incentive but soon started to appreciate it for more than that. I now love umpiring. 
It is a great challenge because you deal with slightly different scenarios every week. It also keeps me fit, which increases my self 
confidence and enables me to do well in other aspects of life, not just umpiring. I have developed great friendships since taking 
up umpiring, both within the umpires group and with football players and clubs. I look forward to the football season now. I am 
still making money although this is not the reason I umpire. I have gained so much out of umpiring.
Andrew, 16-year-old umpire, AFL Capricornia 

Successful coaches of the future will be those who educate players to develop their individual and team skills in accordance 
with the laws. It is important that coaches and umpires develop a responsible and professional relationship for the benefit of 
the game and all those involved.
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THE BIG PICTURE – WHERE DO WE ALL FIT IN? 

Coach comparisons 

AFL coach State league coach Community coach

Full-time employed Part-time employed Volunteer

8-10 sessions per week Train 3-4 times per week Trains 2-3 times per week

Six full-time support staff Three part-time support staff Two volunteer support staff

Level 3 Level 2 minimum Level 1 minimum 

Paid $300,000 plus/year Paid $20,000 plus/year Volunteer

Huge expectations High expectations Expectations?

Umpire comparisons 

AFL umpire State league umpire Community umpire

$1500 per game $225 per game $50 per game average

4-5 sessions per week 2-3 sessions per week One night per week

Observed and coached weekly Observed and coached weekly Seldom observed or coached

Average age 30 Average age 26 13-55 years

Level 3 Level 3 Level 1-2

Huge expectations High expectations Expectations?

Umpires/coaches 
• Like coaches, not all umpires are the same.
• Coaches, umpires, players, trainers and administrators all require time to develop.
•  At the local level, coaches and umpires are essentially volunteers who are happy to support the game in various capacities. 

The standard of a game is enhanced by quality coaches and umpires.

As a coach, remember…
• Keep your coaching thoughts relevant to the level of competition you are involved in.
• The coach is the most influential person at a game and your behaviour at all community game levels is crucial.
• That community football is not the AFL, and you should be mindful of and respect the differences.

Umpires
Parents Coaches

Administrators

Volunteers

Players
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As a coach you are an influential role model and your players will more often than not emulate your behaviour. Complete 
the following assessment by ticking either yes or no for each question. Your answers to these questions will give you an 
indication of how to behave towards umpires. 

YES NO

1.   Knowledge of the laws 
Do you read the law book? 
Do you encourage your players to read the law book? 
Are you familiar with the ‘spirit of the laws’? 
Do you discuss the ‘spirit of the laws’ with your players? 
Do you invite umpires to training to assist in developing better understanding of the laws? 
Do you raise your concerns with the umpires’ adviser? 
Do you actively teach and encourage players to play within the laws?

2.  At the match 
Are umpires made welcome by your club? 
Do you seek input as to how your club looks after umpires? 
Does your club appoint someone to look after umpires? 
Does your club provide escorts for the umpires leaving the ground at half-time and after the match? 
Do you welcome the umpires when they visit your rooms before the match?

3.  During the match 
Do you shout at the umpires? 
Do you shout comments about decisions in earshot of your players or the umpires? 
Do you refer to the umpires so as they can hear during your address to the players? 
Do you permit your players to dispute decisions or back chat umpires?

4.  After the match 
Does your club look after the umpires after the match? 
Do you discuss the match with the umpires? 
Do you tend to ignore the umpires after the match? 
Do you encourage your players to talk to the umpires socially?

  

KNOWING THE LAWS OF THE GAME
Players and teams who have a thorough knowledge of the laws of the game will usually make fewer errors in regard to the 
rules, be less distracted by decisions, and therefore perform at a more consistent level. The following spirit of the laws section 
outlines how umpires make decisions in the seven key areas of the game. A thorough knowledge of the rules and umpiring 
signals by players and coaches can also provide tactical and performance advantages to a team.
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SPIRIT OF THE LAWS 
The spirit of the laws provides umpires with an approach to decision-making that determines the manner in which the game 
should be played. In an effort to achieve consistency in decision making, there is an emphasis placed on the spirit of the laws 
(i.e. the philosophies underlying the laws) and officiating according to the spirit of the laws.

Fairness and safety
It is the spirit and intention of the laws to ensure that a match is played in a fair manner and to protect players from 
sustaining injury. All breaches of the laws shall be penalised. For coaching purposes, seven main areas (spirit of the laws) 
have been identified.

1. Contest for the ball – general play
“The player whose sole objective is to contest the ball shall be permitted to do so.”

•  A player may be fairly met by use of the hip, shoulder, chest, arms, open hand or be pushed or bumped in the chest or 
side or may be shepherded.

• Solid but legal bumps are permitted.

2. Diving on the ball
“The ball shall be kept in motion.”

•  Where a player elects to dive on the ball, or when on the ground elects to drag the ball underneath his or her body and is 
correctly tackled, the player is to be penalised for holding the ball if he or she fails to immediately knock the ball clear or 
correctly dispose of it.

3. Marking contests
“The player whose sole objective is to contest a mark shall be permitted to do so.”

•  Where there is incidental contact in a marking contest when the ball is the sole objective (eyes on the ball) – play-on will 
result.

• When a player leaps early, the attempt must be realistic (i.e. able to touch the ball).

4. Tackling
A player in possession of the ball and tackled illegally will be awarded a free kick.

No prior opportunity – reasonable time
“The player who has possession of the ball and is tackled correctly by an opponent shall be given a reasonable time to kick or 
handball the ball or attempt to kick or handball the ball.”

• If the tackle pins the ball, a field bounce will result.
• If a correct tackle or bump causes the player with the ball to lose possession, play-on will result.

Prior opportunity – immediate disposal 
“The player who has possession of the ball and has had an opportunity to dispose of it and is then tackled correctly by an 
opponent must immediately kick or handball the ball.”

• If a correct tackle pins the ball or causes the player with the ball to lose possession, a free kick will result.
• If a bump or knock to the arm causes the player with the ball to lose possession, play-on will result.

5. Ruck contests
“The player whose sole objective is to contest the ruck shall be permitted to do so.”

• Where there is incidental contact in a ruck contest when the ball is the sole objective (eyes on the ball), play-on will result.
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6. Advantage plays
“The ball shall be kept in motion by permitting the team offended against to take advantage, provided play is continuous.”

• Advantage can only apply to a free kick. It cannot apply to a mark.
•  A guide as to whether play is continuous is that the outcome of the play would have been the same had the whistle not 

been blown.

To implement this well, umpires need to be alert for possible advantage plays in the following circumstances:
• When the ball is loose.
• When the team offended against has possession of the ball.

7. 50-metre penalty
“After a mark or free kick has been awarded, a 50-metre penalty will be awarded against the opposing team which unduly 
delays the play or abuses an umpire.”

ROLE OF UMPIRES
At some stage during the year, whether it is pre-season or during the season, there may be the need for coaches, players or 
other team staff to assist in umpiring a game of Australian Football.

While by no means exhaustive, the following section provides an outline on the role of the field, boundary and goal 
umpires, including umpiring signals likely to be performed by umpires throughout a game. Some tips have also been 
provided to get started, should the opportunity arise to umpire a game. 
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ROLE OF THE FIELD UMPIRE
The field umpire has a crucial role to play in Australian Football and people need to practice to become umpires.

The role of the field umpire on match-day is to:
• Apply the rules and their interpretations according to the spirit of the laws.
• Attend to the administrative requirements necessary for the successful staging of the game.

General play
Controlling the match is the major responsibility of the field umpire or umpires. While there are many factors that influence 
control, the way in which umpires go about their tasks is the most critical one.

TIPS FOR GETTING STARTED
Rules

• Ensure you understand the rules of the game. 

Umpires are decision-makers
•  They have to have the courage of their convictions to make decisions irrespective of where on the ground or at what time 

of the match the need arises.
• Pay the first free kick – do not allow scrimmages to go too long.

Umpires need to demonstrate confidence in their decisions. Confidence is demonstrated by:
• A strong, long whistle – BLOW it hard.
•   Communicate the decision verbally – e.g. “Push in the back, your free kick No. 7” Any message should be delivered in a 

strong, firm manner and voice.
• Visual indications being performed in the correct manner whenever possible. SHOW everybody what the free kick is for.
• Then GO. Once you have awarded the free kick, you should move promptly to take up position for the next act of play. 

•  Illegal disposal by player in 
possession.

•  Starting the game. •  All clear: goal. •  All clear: behind. •  Player tackled too 
high.

•  Player tripped by 
opposition.

•  Ending quarter or 
game.

•  In the back. • Player has run 
further than 15 metres 
without bouncing.

•  Illegal shepherding when ball 
is not within five metres.

•  Holding the man.

SIGNALS: FIELD UMPIRES
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ROLE OF THE GOAL UMPIRE 
It is the responsibility of the goal umpire to:

• Be the sole judge of the score.
• Keep record of all the goals and behinds scored in the match.
• Confirm score with the other goal umpire at half-time.
• Complete scorecard and submit to football committee member/match manager.

SIGNALS: GOAL UMPIRES

•  Out of bounds. •  Out of bounds on full. •  Indicating where the ball 
crossed the boundary 
line on the full.

•  Goal: from starting 
position flags will be 
brought across once, 
back once and down  
to sides.

•  Score has been 
anulled.

• Goal: untouched. •  Behind: 
untouched.

•  Ball is touched before 
crossing goal line 
followed by behind 
signal.

•  Ball touched goal 
post (tap post three 
times) followed by 
behind signal.

•  Ball has come off 
the leg above the 
knee.

•  Blood rule.

•  Out of bounds 
– signal to boundary 
umpire.

•  Out on the full:  
If ball goes over the 
behind post, this 
signal is correct.

•  Behind has been 
scored – signal to 
boundary umpire.

•  Ball strikes behind 
post on full, hit post 
three times. Then 
signal out on the full.

TO FIELD UMPIRES

TO BOUNDARY UMPIRES

•  Behind: from starting 
position flag brought 
across, back and down.

TO OTHER GOAL UMPIRES AND SPECTATORS
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Judging the score
In order for a score to be registered, the football must be completely over the behind or goal lines, or have hit the goal post.

A goal is scored:
•  When the ball completely crosses the goal line after being kicked by a player on the attacking team without touching a 

player or goal post.

A behind is scored:
• If the ball hits the goal post or travels over the goal post.
• Crosses the behind line.
• Is touched by a player.
• If the ball is taken over the goal or behind line by another player.

HOW TO COMPLETE A SCORECARD
Record progressively:

• Record the scores progressively, i.e. 1 2 3, rather than 1 1 1.

Confer each quarter/half:
• At the end of each quarter/half, the goal umpires confer to check each has the same score.
• If the scores are not the same, the goal umpires discuss the situation during the break and try to resolve the matter.

Total at the end of the match:
•  Add up the goals and behinds scored by each team at the end of the match, and record the total scores.

1st
Half

Goals
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2  1 2  

Behinds
1 2 

Goals
1 2

Behinds
1 2 3 4 

2nd
Half

TOTAL

TOTAL
POINTS

4 42 2

3

46 36

7 4 5 6

22 3

SCORECARD

 LIONS BOMBERS
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ROLE OF THE BOUNDARY UMPIRE

It is the boundary umpire’s responsibility to:
• Be the sole judge of when the ball is out of bounds.
• Apply the laws relating to boundary umpiring in accordance with the spirit of the laws.

Main duties:
• Adjudicate when the ball has fully crossed the boundary line – out of bounds; out on the full.
• Throw the ball back into play when out of bounds.
• Return the ball to the field umpire after a goal is scored.
• Monitor the centre square for players entering or leaving during the centre bounce.

SIGNALS: BOUNDARY UMPIRES

•  Out of bounds. •  Out of bounds on full. •  Indicating where 
the ball crossed the 
boundary line on the 
full.
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SCORECARDS AND VOTE CARD

1st
half

Goals Behinds Goals Behinds

2nd
half

TOTAL

TOTAL
POINTS

SCORECARD

Club Club

1st
quarter

Goals Behinds Goals Behinds

2nd
quarter

TOTAL
TOTAL
POINTS

4th
quarter

3rd
quarter

SCORECARD

Club Club

Vote

3

2

1

Player’s number Player’s name (include initials) Team

BEST TEAM PLAYER VOTE CARD
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AFL UMPIRING PATHWAY 
Umpiring provides an excellent opportunity to maintain an active involvement in the AFL game. The AFL umpiring pathway 
provides a terrific sporting alternative and career path for those not wishing to play the AFL game.

State leagues

AFL

State league  
development squads

State umpiring
Academies

Metro and country 
leagues

Junior competitions

AFL Auskick centres

International rules

Local metro and 
country umpiring group

Recruits

Level two
Introduction to  
advanced skills

Level one
Basic fundamentals  

of umpiring

Basic umpires course
Introduction to umpiring

Level three
Further development of 

advanced skills

Umpire mentor program
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AFL UMPIRING ACCREDITATION COURSES
Training is provided by accredited umpiring coaches in local umpiring groups.

Basic umpiring course
The Basic Umpiring course is available for secondary schools. It is the ideal way for students to understand what umpiring 
is all about. Accredited teachers or local umpiring groups can deliver this course as part of students’ sport and physical 
education programs.

Umpire Mentor Program 
An umpire education and development program that aims to use experienced umpires to mentor new and inexperienced umpires. 

The mentor program connects new and inexperienced umpires with an umpiring mentor to assist them with their early 
development. The mentor program entitles the new and inexperienced umpire to wear a coloured shirt to signify that they are 
learning their craft and are being supported by a mentor. Coaches, players and supporters are asked to consider this and play 
their part in helping the umpire develop their skills.

Level one: for local metropolitan and country fi eld, boundary and goal umpires.
Participants trained in the basic fundamentals of umpiring Australian Football.
A prerequisite for fi eld umpires wishing to undertake level two.

Level two: for local metropolitan and country fi eld, boundary and goal umpires.
Participants trained in advanced skills. Prepares umpires to offi ciate in open-age football. A prerequisite for fi eld umpires 
wishing to undertake level three.

Level three: for state league fi eld umpires.
Once selected at state league level through the umpiring pathway, fi eld umpires undertake intensive training to a level three 
standard. It prepares them for state league matches and is a prerequisite for trial to the AFL squad.  

Further information on the role of the club in developing and supporting umpires can be found 
in the community partnerships module of the AFL club management program.


